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Honda December 22 l — Camden New Jens

Visit st RDA Laboratories. Present: Dr. V. K. Zworykin,
Mr. A. 2?. Venue, air. R. L. Snyder, Dr. J. A. Regcbmm, Dr. c. A. Morton, from

RCA; Dr'- A. W. Tyler and D1‘. 5. H. Hacfleilll from Kodak; Lt. Hazeltine from

President Arsenal; and fill.

RCA has been working for about one year on the general problem of

electronic oomyuting tecmiques applicable to directors. When they realized

the magnitude of the problem they refused any contracts for praducing any

equipment; but three months ago they accepted a new contract from the Army for

study and resort. Then the Navy approached than, and. they set up A similar

contruct which runs to April 20. About three~£ourths of Zworykin'sloroud are

on this work.

They have a block diagram or a complete director. They have re—

stricted themselves to the exclusive use of purely electrical methods, - no

mechanical motions of any sort. They realize that their schmne is fantastically

complicated, — Z. says thnt television is child's play by comparison. Z. wants

to explain their present ideas; and hopes that there can later follow, ptcferebly
after some intervieiting, a conference at which there will be a complete pooling
of all ideas on electrical directors and a decision (Z. more or less infers by
the NDhC) as to what should-be dropped, that pushed, and by whom. Z. hopes
this could be participated in by the MA, Eestnun Kodak, National Cash Register,
and MIT. I“ urges the denimbility of including represmtation o!‘ the cohabined

algebra-mechanical approaches, such as Lovell, Bode, Wiener, Amseff, etc.

(Incidentally, the next day VII inquires from M. Kelly whether the BTL would be

W17 ling to send delegates to such s conference, Authorized tn pool any infome—

tion. K. rays of course, and en gusts Lovell and Bode to attend to cover con—

struction and theoretical aspects It seems clear to K17 that D—2' should mks

the initiative in this matter. The next step should probably be e. visit to

sea. (Lstnr m1 talks with Tuttle on the phone, and Kodak would be glad w attend

such a conference.)

The RCA group hns concentrated on ‘Ln'n :yateus, although 2. says they
had ideas on eeveml more. These; two are an impulse binary system and e

frequency modulation system.

It is neither feasible nor necessary to describe the impulse binary
system in detail. They hzvs concentrated or two units, - 5 multiplier and s.n

"srhitrsry function unit." The multiplier is similar to one of the E.K. schemes,
except that they use separate signals for the curry system and the transfer

system, and thus sliminste certain delays inherent in the Edi. scheme. The

counters agents at 100,000 per sec. They have s multiplier built and operating
(about 12—11. places — rather hard to test Very realistically without a great
deal more ultra—high-epesd equipment).

To handle “arbitrary functions" (bullistic date) they use 3

twouiimmsianul grid with fifteen divisions an £. 5160 and, at each grid f‘oint,
tubes which count up to the values (in the binary system) which the function and

its derivatives with respect to x and y assume at this particular g-oiut.
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Intnmadiatfi values are obtained by a fifteen-step intergmlution between the ’4:
grid {ninth huh and: grid required loml 5a: or more tubes! In [bet tn.

mtirl director would raquire lum- 2,000 to 5,000 tuba!!! This grid scheme

III ndopted after trying several other echmal. For exmrple, a screen tith

vuiable acuity only yielded 1% accuracy. Then thny tried a Icrcan lith 5

lines ruled in such a ray that the nu-ber or lines crossed in going from 0 to X

is proportional to {(1). This scheme could be developed to give 0.1%.

Thu din-actor unes H lamry system for giving finite differenoo

even“ retns. The whole director open-tea on A system of cyclbs determined

(in nheolutn tsp-Id) by the value of rings. That is to say, the cycle time

varies roughly proportionally to the nine of flight. During Lhe successive

step. of a cycle the vuioue interlocked computation procaine: are carried out

in definito order, — data acceptod and cod-d in binary cystun, resolved into

Cartesian, stored in unwary device, etc., etc., etc.

A report on this 5731— is Just going to Colonel Taylor, and 7..

“not: In roqueet a copy.

The frequmcy nodulntion systee hnn been 11617.10de chiefly w Vanco,
who is the chief RCA expert on circuit design. The mechanical siyusln lat

pots Ihioh resolve and finish A.C. Amplituo- proportional to the Cartesian

coordimtol. An LC. network differentiate:- gives rates. Vance is considering
filter circuite to smooth 2:, y, and 3 before differentiating, and also to smooth

the resulting derivatives. The rutue arc multinlied by time of flight in a

variable gain amplifier, the win datemined by the 13.0. input proportionnl to

tin. of flight. The future coordinatns, an LC. Mlglit‘ldal, mater a flag. :od.

circuit, the fraquency of the output being Imoportionnl to the tuturn coordinates.

Vacs does this hen-use of the fact that he can construct f1 ltsre whose

M characteristics are practically anything. This in his method of

handling tlu ballistic data. He subtracts out the square luv (the min

danced-nu) in tho relation between height and tin. of flight- and than construct:

a [11hr to hendln what is loft. “I has m use I.- hunk of sun. fifty such

filters, domains on the value of future horizontal range; and he expects to

an 1.. out of interpolation ache-I so that he will actually use me three

tutu-I which con- nearest (and next nearest on etch aid.) to being constructed

{or the right horizontal rungs; and than conhine the three outputs no u

offantivlly to interpolnu. Vnucu thinks the individual units can 1). construe Led

to opento with an accuracy of 0.1%. He he. constructod the differentiating
network, .hc freq. not, and one or tun upicnl filters. This schema hnl n

purely ductricnl feed-beck of time 01 flight, with no name. Vane. is not

far enough elm; to have any idea of the time constants of his feed—hen
,

{mt

it “111 obvioul]; be very i‘aet he can ’tmz'nd rith a mechanical or Eluctro-

mechanical lathod. The other crowd, incidlntnlly, had npperently never stomped
to think or the proble- 01' converging on the correct; solutim, all their thinking

hing about the needy nuts.

Fm come away with two very strong impresslvnl. one: The; have sum:

clever ideas, but the ache-a: as a whole are utterly impractical.
Two: Lt. Hateltine is n violently unrleenaut little use.
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